South Shore
Waldorf School

Education of the head, heart, and hands

An Inspired Education
At the South Shore Waldorf School we strive to nurture children’s wholeness as human beings, so we
educate the head, heart and hands. We nurture children’s innate imagination, help them develop
empathy, and strengthen their willpower throughout their time with us.
Waldorf education fosters high academic standards with an emphasis on how to think, not what to
think. Our students are learning how to analyze problems, face challenges, and take initative to turn
their thoughts into meaningful actions.
As a Developing Member of the Association of Waldorf Schools of North America, we are part of an
international community of over 2500 schools that recognize a Waldorf education is an inspired one.
Waldorf educators understand that every child is unique. By focusing on the individual needs of the
student, our teachers work to steadily build the potential within each. We recognize that children learn
differently at different stages of development. Our small class sizes allow teachers to individualize
their teaching methods. From the sensory-based world of the small child through the older child’s
emerging abilities to reason, our curriculum progresses with the child’s natural development.
An integrated curriculum relates each subject to every other, providing context and deeper meaning of
each subject to every other, providing context and deeper meaning of each. We know that science can
inspire artistic thinking, and arts can inspire scientific thinking. With an holistic approach, students
find their own way into a subject, drawing on their innate strengths while strengthening all of their
capacities.
Born in the chaotic circumstances of post WW 1 Germany, Waldorf education was founded with the
intent to foster a kinder and more conscientious generation. It is in this spirit that Waldorf education
emphasizes the interconnectedness of all living things, promoting respect of the self, others and the
natural world.

Early Childhood Education
Waldorf early childhood education recognizes that young children learn best through play,
exploration and imitation. These are the seeds for a lifelong love of learning, and they provide the
foundation of self-confidence, resilience, reverence and future academic excellence.

Parent & Tot
Our Parent & Tot program provides an opportunity for parents to accompany their young children
to a morning session filled with creative play, songs and stories. While children play, parents are
encouraged to bring questions they may have and to share their experiences in parenting while
engaging in a handwork project or meaningful work.

Forest Fridays
Throughout the year on Fridays, in 8-10 week sessions, we open our Kindergarten class for
children aged 4-6 to join an outdoor based program that includes singing, storytelling, climbing,
building and free play. This program offers a rich opportunity for children to be immersed in the
natural world.

Kindergarten
Our Kindergarten is a homelike environment that nurtures and protects the young child’s sense
of Our kindergarten is a homelike environment that nurtures and protects the young child’s
sense of wonder and imagination. Rudolph Steiner, the founder of Waldorf education, said
that play is the work of children. Our age-appropriate Kindergarten honours that belief. Openended toys and activities encourage children to exercise their imaginations. Here, children learn
by doing – helping to prepare snacks, baking bread, housekeeping and free play. Story time,
handcraft and art activities along with active participation in the daily life of the class all helps to
foster the growing abilities of our youngest children.

Integrated Curriculum
The school day begins with a long, uninterrupted main lesson, as children are freshest for academic
work in the morning. Main lesson topics include language arts, science, math, history or geography
and are taught in blocks of three to five weeks. This main lesson allows the teacher to develop a wide
variety of activities around the subject at hand. In the younger grades, lively rhythmic activities get the
circulation going and bring children together as a group; they recite poems connected with the main
lesson, practice tongue twisters to limber up speech, and work with concentration exercises using body
movements. After the day’s lesson, students record what they learned in their lesson books.
Following recess, teachers present shorter lessons, including foreign languages, drama, art, gardening,
poetry, movement, music and Eurythmy. Knitting, crocheting, needlework, weaving, sewing and other
handcrafts are introduced in an exciting progression as the childrens’ abilities develop. Thus the day
has a rhythm that helps overcome fatigue and enhances balanced learning.
All students participate in all these subjects regardless of their special aptitudes. The purpose of
studying a subject is to awaken and educate capacities that every human being needs. Each subject
studied should contribute to the development of a well-balanced individual.

Aftercare Program
Our aftercare program acts as an out-breath after school giving children an opportunity to play. The
program co-ordinator provides care until 5:30pm on school days at an additional fee. There will be
opportunities for craft projects, homework time, and indoor and outdoor play. Our Aftercare program
also extends to cover programming offered during school breaks and inservice days.

Summer Program
As part of our aftercare program, our summer program runs for 8 weeks through the summer. Each
week has a theme based on a folk tale from around the world. We incorporate a number of activities
such as cooking, crafts, art, drama, free play and drama which all tie back to the theme for the week.
Our summer program is eligible for Pro-Kids funding.

Before School Care
Our before school care program is a soft and gentle welcome to the day for children who need to be
dropped off before the school day begins. Our before care co-ordinator provides care from as early as
7:30am – 8:45am on school days at an additional fee. Children will be escorted to their classes by 8:45
by the program leader.

Curriculum Overview
Below is a brief outline of what is covered in each grade. This may vary slightly from year to year. At
the beginning of each school year, class teachers provide details of the planned lesson block rotation.
French Language is introduced in Grade One and is taught through all grades.

Grade One

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pictorial, experimental, and phonetic introduction to letters.
The qualities of numbers, counting to 100, Roman and Arabic numerals, and
introduction to the four processes.
Mental arithmetic through experience
Form drawing as preparation for writing and later geometry
Speech, drama and recall
Fairy and folk tales and nature stories
Making needles and beginning to knit
Singing and introduction to recorder
Nature study
Painting, Beeswax Modeling, Crayon Drawing

Grade Two

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to reading and grammar
Fables from around the world, saints stories
Arithmetic with larger numbers, place value
Form drawing: running forms leading to cursive writing
Nature study
Singing and recorder
Crochet and knitting
Painting and modelling

Grade Three

•

Study of practical life: farming and gardening, housebuilding, fibres and clothing, trade
and the development of currency
Reading, spelling, writing original compositions, cursive writing
Grammar, punctuation, structured word inquiry, and parts of speech
Arithmetic: higher multiplication tables, time, temperature, weight and volume, linear
measurement, and money
Spinning and weaving
Cultural Studies: Hebrew myths and Jewish festivals
Drama and painting
Singing in rounds and playing recorder
Sports

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grade Four

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Norse mythology and sagas, tall tales
Tenses and grammar
Composition of personal narrative, letter writing
Local history, geography, and map making, landforms and water features
Mi’kmaq history, stories and ways of knowing
Comparative study of zoology and the human being
Introduction to fractions
Form drawing celtic knots
Singing two-part songs, recorder
Embroidery, Cross Stitch, and Sewing
Painting
Sports

Grade Five

•

Study of Ancient Cultures and Civilizations
India, Persia, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece
North American geography and biomes
Composition with reports and self-expressed opinion
Grammar, spelling, reading
Decimals, ratio and proportion, freehand geometry
Botany
Four-needle knitting, woodworking
Singing, recorder and orchestra
Pentathalon
Painting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grade Six

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grade Seven

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The transition from ancient to modern history
Greek history, the decline of Greece, the rise and fall of Rome, and the effects of
these cultures on civilization up through the Middle Ages
World Geography (continents, oceans, flags of the world)
Geology, Mineralogy, Physics (acoustic, magnetism, optics and heat), Astronomy
Composition, grammar, spelling, biographies
Business math, interest, percentage, formulas, graphing, geometric drawing with tools
Embroidery of slippers, stuffed animals, puppets, dolls and clothes for dolls
Woodworking, Painting
Singing and Orchestra
Reading, writing, and grammar
Sports
Speech and drama - romantic poetry, lyrical ballads, tragedy
Creative Writing – Wish Wonder Surprise
European Histroy - the Renaissance through Reformation and the Age of Exploration
World geography, African Biomes
Physics (mechanics), physiology, inorganic chemisrtry, combustion, nutrition
Negative integers, deriving Pi, geometry, business math, algebra, ratios, square and
cube roots
Dollmaking, felting, embroidery, wood working, carving,
Perspective drawing, veil painting, black and white shadow studies, clay modeling,
painting
Singing and Orchestra
Sports

Grade Eight

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grade Nine

History - the Industrial Revolution to the present day
Geography as related to World Economics
World Religions
Physics (Acoustics, Thermodynamics, Mechanics, Electricity and Magnetism, Hydraulicss,
Aerodynamics), Meteorology, Ecology, Organic Chemistry, Physiology
Geometry, measurement of surfaces and volume, practical applications of arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry, Graphing
Singing and Orchestra, Elizabethan Music, American Music, Symphonic Form
Machine Sewing, Darning, Artistic Hand-Sewing Projects and Embroidery, Soapstone
Carvings, Carpentry
Poems with contrasting moods, Short Stories, fomous speeches, Shakesperean Drama
Persuasive Writing, Essays
Painting: highlights and shadows in portraits and landscapes
Sports

Independent Project
Each year the students in the graduating class take on independent projects as the
culmination of their educational experience. It is an opportunity for the students to have a
truly independent learning experience based on their individual interests and inspirations.
Students combine the academic, artistic, and intellectual capacities fostered by their Waldorf
education to research, develop, and present a project of their choosing. The maturity and
self-motivation required to accomplish such a project is a prerequisite for moving on to
secondary school.
The independent project requires the students to find a mentor, research their topic,
complete the work, and share this experience with an audience.
They spend many hours, above and beyond their regular academic school work, developing
their independent projects over the course of the school year.
Curriculum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Hero’s Journey- study of story structure and archetypes!
Rational Numbers, Powers and Exponents, Similarity and Transformations
Square Roots and Surface Area, Linear Relations/Graphing, Polynomials, Algebra,
Euclidean Geometry, Probability and Statistics
Essay Skills, Novel Study, Memoirs, Short Stories, Parts of Speech, Composition
Reproduction/Cell Theory, Atoms and Elements, The Periodic Table, Electricity, Geology,
Organic Chemistry, Ocean Sciences
Modern History WWI and WWII, History through Art History, Canadian History
Introduction to forms of government, the Canadian Government, Business laws,
citizenship
Handwork and Practical Arts such as Spinning, Weaving, Basket weaving, Blacksmithing,
Woodworking, Bicycle repair, gardening, natural building projects, beekeeping.
Leadership/Volunteer work

Music

According to Rudolf Steiner, Music represents one of the purest art forms in terms of
integrating the feeling, will, and soul-life of a child. While singing develops the feeling
life, learning a musical instrument develops the will as children learn to listen and adjust
the sound they are creating. Wind instruments such as recorders are the gateway to
this process, as the breathing required allows a child to meet the outside world through
extending and guiding the configuration of air within h/er being. Playing and singing
music in ensembles teaches a child to stay in rhythm and harmonize with others, which
strengthens h/er social awareness and sensitivity. For all of these reasons, music is an
integral part of the curriculum at Waldorf schools.

French Language

Starting in Grade One, French is an integral part of the curriculum, using songs, rhymes,
stories and puppet shows to establish a rich appreciation of Canadian French language and
culture.
Children in the primary grades have very strong imitative capacities. Language is primarily
experienced through the children’s senses as a combination of sounds and rhythm, and only
secondly as the carrier of meaning. A basic vocabulary and useful expressions are learned
through oral repetition using: mime, choral recitation, song, guessing games, rhymes,
dramatic dialogues, puppets shows and dance.
Children make crafts or drawings in their ‘’Cahier de Français” related to these stories.
Words and usages are playfully absorbed into memory and will be grasped in their exact
meaning later. They also serve as an anchor for grammatical structure to be lifted to
consciousness later.
In the upper grades, our French program builds on this foundation through the introduction
of music, drama and art. The net effect is that our students not only learn to speak and read
and write French, they also learn to appreciate the culture and history that this beautiful
language describes.
Starting in Grade 4, the children begin the fine task of recording all that has been learned
so far by heart in their “Cahier de Français”. They are invited to observe and describe
regularities in the structure of the language and most importantly, play with them!
As they move through the upper grades, grammar is introduced (verb conjugation, spelling
rules, etc.). The children create their own Grammar Book and Language Book (similar to
a Main Lesson Book). Still, a large part of the lesson is dedicated to experience the living
qualities of the language through oral expression in the form of poetry, dialogues, speech
exercises and singing.

The French teacher works in close collaboration with the class teachers to bring French in a
meaningful way. For example, after a new subject has been introduced in the Main Lesson
a particular topic can be explored in more details in the French lessons.

School Life
More than just a school. A community.
The South Shore Waldorf School is more than just a school. It is a community. Our parents embrace
the vision of a vital, engaged and valued parent body in service of the school’s mission. Parent
participation in the school festivals and events is welcome and encouraged. We recognize that
families choose a Waldorf Education for a variety of reasons. There are many ways in which parents
can participate in the life of the School including joining committees, undertaking practical jobs,
fundraising, classroom help, yard and building maintenance, assisting with events, and celebrating
festivals with us.
Our school community’s strength is a direct result of family involvement.
For those seeking to deepen their understanding of Waldorf Education and the philosophy behind
it, various study opportunities are provided each year through lectures, workshops, study groups
and courses for parents and friends of the school to become better acquainted with the theory and
practice of Waldorf Education. The Borrowing Library in the school lobby contains a number of books
and periodicals relating to Waldorf pedagogy and other parenting topics.
A true Community School, active and engaged participation by parents and primary caregivers is
essential to the existence of the school – we welcome you to participate.

Enrolment
The application and enrolment process.
We welcome inquiries from parents and families wishing to learn more about the South Shore Waldorf
School. The following application and enrolment process is designed to help families understand what
the school brings to their children, and how they can support their children’s education at the South
Shore Waldorf School.
STEP 1:
Attend a Tour or Open House: Tours can be booked by contacting the Enrolment and 		
		
Development Coordinator. Open Houses are scheduled periodically throughout the year.
STEP 2:
Complete an Application.
STEP 3:
Interview with the Class Teacher (s): The parents and student (s) will attend an inter-		
		
view with the class teacher (s).
STEP 4:
After the interview, students applying to the grades program are invited to visit the 		
		
class for 1-3 days. They will have the opportunity to experience the school day with their 		
		
peers and the teacher will have the opportunity to see the child at work in the class.
STEP 5:
Acceptance: Once the student has been accepted by the teacher, a registration pack-		
		
age will be sent and the family will have 2 weeks to return the completed registration 		
		
package to the Enrolment and Development Coordinator.
STEP 6:
Complete Enrolment Contract with the Enrolment and Development Coordinator.
STEP 7:
Home Visit with Class Teacher: This is the last step, and unique to Waldorf Schools. 		
		
Once your child is enroled, their teacher will set up a time to come and visit the child at 		
		home.
For more information, contact us to attend one of our open houses or arrange a private tour.

South Shore Waldorf School
64 School Road
Blockhouse, NS
B0J 1E0
902.624.0874
enrol@waldorfns.org
waldorfns.org

